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larger the range of express10n, the healthier the psyche (Leventhal 
1994). 
Just as many Freudian concepts cannot be verified with 
concrete evidence, accepting the basic theoretical elements of dance 
therapy 1s somewhat of an intuitive task. The power of dance 
therapy 1s that it gives us the ability to express things that we cannot 
verbalize or even cognitively conceptualize. While this power is 
what makes any form of art therapy invaluable to the field of 
psychotherapy, it is also what makes integration with the concrete 
world of science extremely difficult. As with psychoanalytic theory, 
the principles and assumptions of dance therapy are fairly logical 
and make intuitive sense, but the body of empirical evidence which 
would lead one to these conclusions is sparse. 
As of yet, most of the attempts at scientific integration have 
taken the form of case studies. The subjects of these studies cover a 
range of psychological disorders. For example, Dr. Leventhal 
documented work with patients such as neurotic and psychotic males 
and females and Schizophrenic males (Leventhal 1979). This is not 
the most respected form of scientific research, in terms of empirical 
evidence, since non-experimental research cannot be regarded as 
proof. Due to the fact that there 1s no control group, experimental 
manipulation cannot take place and the possibility of the results 
being caused by extraneous variables cannot be ruled out. However, 






umque, integrated, and individual movement voice - their authentic 
persona. 
What 1s surpnsmg about the marnage of these two disciplines 
1s that it is not only logically and theoretically sound, but it is 
actually applicable to the real world. Three case studies which 
exemplify this are: "Marge", "John", and "Nina". 
Marge entered the therapeutic setting depressed, stiff, and 
rigid. The theme of her movement was the image of a "barren tree" 
in a "wintery landscape". Gradually, subtle changes in movement 
indicated a changing mental image. Her movements changed from 
stiff and rigid to rooted yet swinging. "Marge" was successful 
because she faced herself and the negativity she was experiencing. 
From a Jungian perspective, this negativity could have either been 
her shadow or the negative characteristics of an archetypal image. 
Whatever it was, by recognizing the presence of  the image and 
moving through that image, she was able to move on. 
Dance movement therapy does not need to lead to loose, open 
movement to be successful, however. "John", for example, was 
curious about the meaning of a recent dream. A sense of fear was 
the only clear memory he had of the dream. His beginning 
movements could be characterized as relatively free. As the sess10n 
progressed, his movements slowed down and his range of motion 
was drawn closer to his axis. By the end, he was nearly frozen, 
focusing on the floor and tightly hugging his chest. During the 
movement, he had been able to recapture the fear he had 












